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FOUR arrested in cash in transit robbery investigation
Four people have been arrested today (Wednesday, November 6th) as part of an
investigation into a cash in transit robbery.
Two people were arrested this morning after a series of dawn raids at addresses in
Greater Manchester by officers from Lancashire and GMP. Two others were produced
from prison.
Those arrested are: A 27 year old man and 30 year old woman from Salford. A 36 year
old man was produced from HMP Kirkham and a 31 year old man was produced from
HMP Preston. They have all been arrested on suspicion of conspiracy to commit robbery.
Searches were also carried out at the home addresses of those arrested in the Salford and
Newton Heath areas.
Police launched an investigation following the cash in transit robbery in St Anne’s on
September 16th.
The incident happened this morning at around 8:30am at the Sainsbury’s supermarket in
the town centre when a group of men approached the security van, threatened the guards
with a knife and stole cash. The security guards were shocked but unhurt.
Detective Inspector Gareth Willis said: Today’s arrests are part of an on-going
investigation into this cash in transit robbery and I would like to thank our colleagues in
Greater Manchester Police for their help and support in planning and executing this
morning’s warrants .”
All of those arrested have been taken to police stations where they will be interviewed
during the course of the day.
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PLEASE NOTE: as publishers, it is your responsibility to check whether any restrictions
have been imposed by the courts that may affect the reporting of legal proceedings.
This document/photograph is being released to you for the purpose of reporting this
particular case/incident and you should then destroy it. Its use thereafter is not sanctioned
by Lancashire Constabulary without the direct authority of the Chief Constable, who
retains the copyright. You are reminded of your obligations under the Contempt of Court
Act 1981, should this document/photograph be used again in any unrelated proceedings.
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